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Abstract
Evolutionary algorithms are population-based. It’s an advantage for
optimization problems in which a solution set, and not only a solution, is
expected. Therefore, they are in particular relevant for
• multi-objective optimization (MOO), where the whole Pareto-front
is interesting ;
• multi-modal optimization (MMO), where all local maxima are inter-
esting ;
• multi-objective and multi-modal optimization (MOMMO).
As far as we now, state of the art convergence results are of two types :
• for stochastic algorithms, they concern convergence in distribution
for multi-modal optimization (e.g. simulated annealing results),
• for deterministic algorithms, they concern the inclusion of accumu-
lation points in the set of substationary points (which includes the
Pareto front).
In this paper, we i) give convergence proofs for stochastic MMO, MOO
and MOMMO algorithms (in the accumulation sense), ii) give convergence
rates for stochastic MOO algorithms that can not be (without further hy-
pothesis) extended to stochastic MMO or MOMMO algorithms, iii) pro-
vide convergence criterions for MOO problems. We then discuss the space
complexity of population-based MOO, MMO and MOMMO algorithms.
We then prove upper and lower bounds on the space complexity of
population based MOO and MOMMO algorithms.
1 Introduction
Multi-modal optimization is the research of the set of the global maxima of f
or the set of the local maxima of f ([Li et al., 2002],[Pena et al., 2003]).
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Multi-objective optimization ([Bhattacharyya, 2000, Miettinen, 1999,
Deb, 2001]) is the research of the set {x; 6 ∃y; (∀i fi(x) ≤ fi(y)) ∧ (∃i fi(x) <
fi(y))} which is called the Pareto front. It is of increasing importance in data
mining ([Francisci et al., 2003, Ghosh and Nath, 2004, de la Iglesia et al., 2003,
Laumanns et al., 2002]). The diversity of the population is a main goal of
MOO ([Toffolo et al., 2005]).
Multi-objective multi-modal optimization ([Sebag et al., 2005]) is the re-
search of the set of x such that locally x is a multi-objective opti-
mum. It is in particular relevant for spatial and temporal data-mining
([Roddick and Spiliopoulou, 2002, Shekhar et al., 2003]). MOMMO problems
have been formulated in [Sebag et al., 2005] as dominance-based optimization
problems, for which evolutionary algorithms are relevant.
In the sequel, we :
• define a non-standard relation of dominance, that we call ”β-dominance”,
for the equivalent of dominance naturally associated to both MMO and
MOMMO frameworks ;
• provide a convergence proof for a class of relations called α-dominance
including Pareto-dominance ;
• adapt this proof to the class of relations of β-dominance ; this class includes
MMO and MOMMO, both in the sense of the research of the set of global
maxima and in the sense of the research of the set of local maxima ;
• prove convergence rates for the Pareto-dominance ;
• prove upper and lower bounds for the size of the population.
The convergence proofs of items 2 and 3 only assume properties of the dominance
relations.
Section 2 summaries the state of the art. Section 3 provides the notations.
Section 4 defines an evolutionary algorithm for MMO, MOO or MOMMO prob-
lems and provides the hypothesis. Section 5 provides the results (5.1 : MOO
; 5.2 : MOMMO or MMO ; 5.3 : MOO with convergence rates). Section 6
concludes.
2 State of the art
Many papers have been devoted to multi-objective or multi-modal optimization,
some of them with deterministic methods (see [Miettinen, 1999]), and some
others with evolutionary algorithms ([Deb, 2001]).
Convergence proofs for iterative deterministic algorithms (see e.g.
[Miettinen, 1999, chap.3]) for multi-objective optimization are restricted to in-
clusions of the form ”the accumulation points are substationary” or results like
this. The reverses inclusion does not hold for these algorithms. An advantage
is the fast (superlinear) convergence rate.
Convergence proofs for stochastic algorithms in the case of multi-modal opti-
mization mainly concern the simulated annealing ([Hajek, 1988]). These results
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state convergence in distribution to the set of global maxima. As far as we
know, no convergence results have been stated for the convergence to the set of
local maxima. [Garnier et al., 2002] provides estimates of the number of local
maxima in combinatorial optimization.
3 Notations
We consider P a distribution of probability on [0, 1]D. We note B(c, r) the ball
of center c and radius r. If A has cardinal |A| ≤ k, we note Ak a set of cardinal
k, containing A. Ak is not precisely defined : the important point for us is that
i) it has cardinal k ii) it contains A iii) at least one of the k − |A| other points
is randomly drawn, in an independent manner, according to law P . We note
d(., .) the euclidean distance between elements or subsets of [0, 1]D (the distance
d(A,B) between subsets A and B is infa∈A,b∈B d(a, b)).
We now consider relations between elements of [0, 1]D. We note ”a α-
dominates b” a partial order on elements in [0, 1]D. ”a strictly α-dominates
b” notes ”a α-dominates b and a 6= b”. We note ”a β-dominates b” a relation.
”a strictly β-dominates b” if ”a β-dominates b and a 6= b”. We note strict α-
dominance by a Â b and strict β-dominance by a Âβ b. We note a Âβk b the fact
that there exists x1, . . . , xk such that a Âβ x1 Âβ x2 Âβ x3 . . . Âβ xk = b. We
note A Â B if ∀(x, y) ∈ A×B, x Â y. For the consistency of notation, we note
a Âβk b the fact that a = b.
A typical and important case of relation of α-dominance is the Pareto-
dominance : a Â b if and only if ∀i, ai ≥ bi and ∃i, ai > bi.
We define PF (A) the set of elements in A that are not strictly dominated
by any element in A. We define PF β(A) the set of elements in A that are not
strictly β-dominated by any element in A. We note PF = PF (support(P ))
and PF β = PF β(support(P )) where support(P ) is the support of P , i.e. the
smallest (for the inclusion) closed set whose complementary has probability 0.
4 Evolutionary algorithm and hypothesis
We consider the following evolutionary algorithm :
• P0 is the empty set.
• Pn = (PF (Pn−1))Nn for n ≥ 1 (case of α-dominance),
• Pn = (PF β(Pn−1))Nn for n ≥ 1 (case of β-dominance),
We can identify Pn with a vector of D × Nn numbers in [0, 1] (so Pn ∈
[0, 1]DNn).
Define PFn = PF (Pn) and PF
β
n = PF
β(Pn). In the sequel, the accumula-
tion denotes the accumulation of the sequence enumerating all points in PF0,
PF1, PF2, . . . (resp. PF
β
i )
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Axiomatic definitions of the α-dominance and the β-dominance
We assume that Â is a partial order and that :
H0 : Nn is at least the cardinal of PF (Pn) plus 1 (resp. PF
β(Pn) plus one) ;
H1 : Ak for k larger than the cardinal of A contains at least one point randomly
drawn, in an independent manner, according to law P ;
H2 : with x a random variable with probability law P , ∀p ∈
PF (resp. PF β) ∀² > 0 P (d(x, p) < ²) > 0 ;
H3 : ∀y 6∈ PF (resp. PW β), ∃x ∈ PF (resp. PF β), ∃² > 0, B(x, ²) Â B(y, ²).
H4 : x ∈ PF implies that for any ², for some ²′ > 0, d(x, y) < ²′ ⇒
almost surely d(a, x) < ² ∨ ¬(a Â y) where a is a random variable with proba-
bility law P .
H4β : x ∈ PF β implies that for any ²0 > 0, for some 0 < ² < ²0,
(d(x, z) ≤ ² ∧ a Âβk z) ⇒ (d(x, a) ≤ ²0).
Condition H0 states that at least one point is added at each step to the cur-
rent population PF (Pn) (this point might be discarded during the selection)
; condition H1 states that this point is randomly drawn. H3 states that the
domination is ”regular” (in particular, it forbids substationary points out of
the Pareto front). H4β states a condition analoguous to the local convexity
hypothesis in optimization ; it states the existence of basins of attraction.
Let’s now verify that the two other axioms are reasonnable, and in particular
that for the Pareto-dominance they are verified :
Lemma :
• H2 is a consequence of the definition of PF (resp. PF β).
• H4 holds in the classical Pareto-dominance.
Proof :
• let’s now prove the case of H2. Consider p ∈ S = support(P ). Assume, in
order to get a contradiction, that H2 does not hold. Then, ∃p ∈ PF,∃² >
0;P (B(p, ²)) = 0. Then, P (S \B(p, ²)) = 1, which is a contradiction with
the definition of S.
• we now prove the case of H4. Assume that H4 does not hold. Then,
for some ² > 0, for any ²′ > 0, there exists a²′ in support(P ) such that
a²′ Â y, where y Â x + ²′ (where x + ²′ is the coordinate-per-coordinate
sum), and therefore a²′ Â x + ²′. We then consider an accumulation
point a0 of a²′ as ²
′ → 0. a0 ∈ support(P ) (as support(P ) is closed)
and in the classical Pareto-framework a0 Â x (by extension to the limit,
∀i ∈ [[1, D]], pii(a0) ≥ pii(x) for the projection pii on the ith coordinate, and
d(a0, x) ≥ ²). So, a0 Â x and a0 ∈ support(P ), which is a contradiction
with x ∈ PF .
¥
We do not consider any constraint. They can be naturally added by ∞-
penalization of the fitness when a constraint is violated.
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5 Proofs
We here provide the theorems and proofs. Section 5.1 is the MOO case and is
only based upon properties of the α-dominance relation. Section 5.2 is the MMO
and the MOMMO case ; it is only based upon properties of the β-dominance
relation. Section 5.3 provides convergence rates ; it uses less general definitions
and is only relevant for Pareto-dominance.
5.1 α-dominance (MOO problems)
Theorem 1 : (case of α-dominance) Assume H0, H1, H2, H3, H4 and assume
that Â is a partial order. Then the accumulation is equal to PF .
Proof :
Note acc the accumulation.
Step 1: after H2, H4 and by transitivity of the α-dominance, almost surely
x ∈ PF ⇒ ∀²∃n0∀n ≥ n0PFn ∩B(x, ²) 6= ∅.
Step 1 derives from the fact that for any x ∈ PF , for any ² > 0,
1. by H4, for some ²′, all points y at distance ≤ ²′ of x verify that almost
surely ¬(a Â y) or d(a, x) ≤ ² (where a is a random variable with law P ).
2. H2 implies that x is approximated by one random point y generated at
some epoch n0, within distance ²
′.
3. by the selection rule, all future generations will contain y or a point dom-
inating y, and necessarily by item (1) this point is at distance at most ²
of x.
Step 2: By transitivity and by the selection rule, a ∈ PF (Pn) ⇒ ∀k >
0,∀x ∈ PF (Pn+k), a 6Â x.
Step 3: After H2 and H3, y 6∈ PF ⇒ ∃n;∃a ∈ PF (Pn);∃²; a Â B(y, ²).
Proof : consider y 6∈ PF .
• by H3, ∃x ∈ PF,∃² > 0, B(x, 2²) Â B(y, 2²).
• by H2, ∃n,∃a ∈ PF (Pn), d(a, x) ≤ ² ; a and ² have the expected properties.
Step 4: After steps 2 and 3, y 6∈ PF ⇒ ∀k, PF (Pn+k) ∩ B(y, ²) = ∅ ⇒ y 6∈
acc.
Step 5: After step 4, acc ⊂ PF .
Step 6: Assume (to get a contradiction) that x ∈ PF and B(x, ²) ∩ acc is
empty. Then x ∈ PF and for some n0, n ≥ n0 ⇒ B(x, ²) ∩ PFn = ∅. This is a
contradiction with step 1 ; therefore, for any x ∈ PF , for any ² > 0, B(x, ²)∩acc
is non-empty.
Step 7: Step 6 implies that d(x, acc) = 0. acc is closed ; therefore, after step
6, any x ∈ PF is in acc and so PF ⊂ acc.
Step 8: After steps 7 and 5, acc = PF .
¥
Note the following
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Corollary 2 : The theorem above states that PF =
{x; infm≥n d(x, PFm) → 0} (limit for n → ∞). Thanks to step 1, indeed, the
following stronger property holds :
PF = {x; d(x, PFn) → 0}
Corollary 3 : As PF is closed (as it is equal to acc) and bounded,
sup
x∈PF
d(x, PFn) → 0
Interpretation : The population converges, in all relevant senses, to the
expected set, under mild assumptions on the α-dominance-relation (without
convergence rates). The result includes MOO problems, and is only based on
properties of Â (it is true for all relations Â satisfying the axioms in section 4).
5.2 β-dominance (MMO and MOMMO)
Theorem 4 : (case of β-dominance)
Assume that Âβ is a relation, and assume H0, H1, H2, H3 and H4β . Then
the accumulation is equal to PF β .
Proof :
We cannot directly use the proof of theorem 1. The first trouble is that in
the case of β-dominance the proof of step 1 does not hold here. On the other
hand the following modified proof holds :
Step 1 : x ∈ PF β ⇒ ∀²0 > 0,∃n0∀n ≥ n0;PF βn ∩B(x, ²0) 6= ∅.
This is a consequence of H4β , that is shown as follows :
1. consider some x ∈ PF β and ²0 > 0 ;
2. consider ² provided by H4β ;
3. by H2, almost surely a point y within distance ² of x is generated at some
epoch n0.
4. by construction, for any epoch n ≥ n0, either y, or a point z such that
z Âβk y, belongs to PF βn .
5. by H4β , z verifies the property x Âβ z and d(x, z) ≤ ².
Therefore, for any n ≥ n0, PF βn ∩B(x, ²) 6= ∅.
Steps 6-7 hold as in theorem 1, and lead to the claim PF β ⊂ acc. Steps 2-4
are replaced by the following steps proving y 6∈ PF β ⇒ y 6∈ acc :
1. Assume that y 6∈ PF β . Therefore, by H3, y is dominated by some x ∈
PF β ;
2. use H3 to choose ²0 so that B(x, ²0) Âβ B(y, ²0) ;
3. consider ² > 0 provided by H4β .
4. by H2, x is approximated within distance ≤ ² by some a in epoch n0
(a ∈ Pn0 , d(a, x) ≤ ² and d(a, x) < ²);
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5. for n ≥ n0, PF βn contains one point b such that for some k, b Âβk a ;
6. by H4β this b lies within distance ²0 to x (d(x, b) < ²0) ;
7. by item 3 above, b dominates B(y, ²0) and thus for n ≥ n0 the nth gener-
ation can not contain any element in B(y, ²0).
Step 8 can be used as in the proof of theorem 1. ¥
Therefore, corollaries 2 and 3 are available as well for β-dominance :
Corollary 5: Thanks to step 1,
PF β = {x; d(x, PFn) → 0}
and by compactness,
sup
x∈PF β
d(x, PF βn ) → 0
Interpretation : The population converges, in all relevant senses, to the
expected set, under mild assumptions on the β-dominance-relation. The result
is only based on properties of Âβ (it is true for the class of all relations satisfying
the axioms in section 4) and includes MMO and MOMMO problems.
5.3 Convergence rates : the classical Pareto-framework
Let’s assume H5 : a Â b if and only if ∀i, ai ≥ bi, and ∃i, ai > bi (classical
Pareto-dominance in the space of criterions), and H6 : P has bounded density
wrt the Lebesgue measure.
Then, define m (possibly random variable implicitly depending upon n) the
number of random drawns in P1, . . . , Pn. m is typically deterministic and equal
to n if ∀n,Nn = |PF (Pn−1)|+ 1.
Note X = (x1, . . . xm) the set of the m first random drawns (all of them are
independent with law P ) and PX its law. Consider x a random variable with
probability law P . Note Rz the rectangle [z1,∞]× [z2,∞]× · · · × [zd,∞].
We note as a first measure of quality of PFn the (random) quantity Lm =
supy∈PFn P (x Â y) where x is a random variable with probability law P . This
is a form of Pareto-rank.
We now prove bounds on Lm, as follows.
Step 1 : Thanks to classical results of VC-theory (see e.g.
[Devroye et al, 1997]), the VC-dimension of R = {Ry; y ∈ [0, 1]D} is D.
Step 2 : we can apply VC-dimension bounds on uniform deviations to prove
that rectangles as above that contain none of the m points x1, . . . , xm have a
low measure for P . We will use a standard VC-inequality [Devroye et al, 1997,
Th. 12.7], which implies that for any y ∈ [0, 1]D, for any ² ≥ 0,
PX(∀y s.t. |X ∩Ry| = 0 ⇒ (P (x Â y))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Lm
> ²) ≤ 2S(2m)2−m²/2
where S(2m), 2mth shattering coefficient of R, is upper-bounded by∑D
i=0
(2m)!
(2m−i)!i! ≤ (2em/D)D if m ≥ D.
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This leads to the following
Theorem 5 : (convergence rate of multi-objective optimization) If m ≥ D,
then
PX(Lm ≥ ²) ≤ 2(2em/D)D2−m²/2
what leads to a weak O(D log(m)/m) convergence (O(.) can be developped in
explicit constants by usual algebra).
Interpretation : The result is independent of the distribution. This is
not a fully satisfactory result, as it only ensures the quality of elements in the
front, instead of the quality of the whole front. This leads to another criterion
L′m = P (¬∃y ∈ PFn; y Â x).
Theorem 6 : (global convergence rate of multi-objective optimization) Con-
sider a sequence M(m) = o(m) of integers. If m ≥ M(m)D, then
PX(|PFn| ≤ M(m) ∧ L′m ≥ ²) ≤ 2(2em/(DM(m)))DM(m)2−m²/2
i.e. within risk 5%, if |PFn| has size ≤ M(m), L′m ≤ ² with
2(2em/(DM(m)))DM(m)2−m²/2 = 0.05
what is a weak O(log(m)DM(m)/m) convergence of L′m to 0, provided that
|PFn| ≤ M(m) (O(.) can be developped in explicit constants by usual algebra).
Interpretation : Design a relevant sequence M(m) (we will see below
how to choose this sequence). Then, perform the search, including m random
generations with law P , and generating an approximation of the Pareto-Front
dominating all the random generations. If the size of the population defining
the approximation of the Pareto-Front is bounded above by M(m), then L′m is
bounded above as explained. This is in the spirit of sparsity bounds in learning.
The result is independent of the distribution.
Second interpretation : The Pareto-Front is significant whenever its size
is small in front of the number of random search performed.
Third interpretation : Assume that for the sequence M(m), |PFn| is very
likely to be lower than M(m), and M(m) = o(m). Then, the theorem provides
a convergence rate (neglecting logarithmic factors weakly L′m = O(Dm
−1/D)
with M(m) = O(m(D−1)/D) as explained below).
Remark (under some hypothesis on the distribution and on the
algorithm) : This bound has no interest if |PFn| > M(m) or M(m) = Ω(m).
So, we must ensure that for n sufficiently large, for some M(m) = o(m), |PFn| ≤
M(m) with large probability. We will indeed show that if Pn = PF (Pn−1)
|Nn|
with Nn = |PF (Pn−1)| + 1 (i.e., just add one random point and update the
Pareto-front), then a small M(m) is an upper bound on |PFn| if n is sufficently
large. This is indeed a consequence of theorem 5 :
• Theorem 5 states that with high probability, any y in PFn verifies P (x Â
y) = O(D log(m)/m) where x is a random variable with law P .
• Assume that P (x Â y) = Ω(d(y, PF )D) (smoothness of the distribution).
Then, d(y, PF ) = O( D
√
D log(m)/m).
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• Therefore, with high probability, |PFn| ≤
∑m
i=1 χd(xi,PF )≤K D
√
D log(m)/m
for some K, where χE the characteristic function of event E.
• Assume P (d(x1, PF ) ≤ ²) = θ(²). This hypothesis is not fully natural, but
other assumptions like θ(²r) lead to very related results. This implies that
with high probability, |PFn| ≤ B(m,K2 D
√
D log(m)/m) where B(m, p) is
the sum of m independent variables equal to 1 with probability p and 0
otherwise.
• B(m,K2 D
√
D log(m)/m) is bounded above by K3m
(D−1)/D D
√
D log(m)
with high probability (ie, for any δ > 0, there exists K3 such that
P (B(m,K2
D
√
log(m)/m) > K3m
(D−1)/D D
√
D log(m)) ≤ δ.
• Hence, M(m) = K3m(D−1)/D D
√
D log(m) satisfies the requirement that
PX(|PFn| > M(m)) is small (smaller than a probability which only de-
pends upon K3 and goes to 0 as K3 increases).
After this remark showing that M(m) can be chosen of the order of
K3m
(D−1)/D D
√
D log(m), and thus that L′m converges roughly as 1/
D
√
m, we
can now turn our attention to the proof of theorem 6.
Proof :
Step 1 : The set {{x; {y1, . . . , yM(m)} Â x}; (y1, . . . , yM(m)) ∈ ([0, 1]D)M(m)}
has VC-dimension upper-bounded by DM(m) (see e.g. [Devroye et al, 1997,
chap. 13]).
Step 2 : Therefore, by [Devroye et al, 1997, Th 12.7] again, sets of this form
containing the m random points x1, . . . , xm contain, with high probability, a
measure at least 1− ² for P :
PX(L
′
m ≥ ²) ≤ 2(2em/M(m)D)DM(m)2−m²/2
¥
Interpretation : This is quite slow, in front of superlinear deterministic
methods. But we here ensure convergence to the whole Pareto-Front.
Unfortunately, this has no straightforward adaptation to the case of β-
domination. The main tool of the proof is the fact that when a generation
contains a point, all future generations dominate all the points dominated by
this point. This is due to transitivity, which does not hold for β-domination.
This is not very surprising as the local nature of multi-modal optimization nat-
urally leads to slow convergence results.
We now turn our attention to the space complexity of population-based
optimization, an issue that becomes important in evolutionary computation
([Gao et al., 2005]) and in particular in set-oriented evolutionary computation.
Define δ the dimension (if it exists) of the set E ⊂ [0, 1]D as follows :
∃K1,K2;∀1 > ² > 0; the smallest F ⊂ E such that E ⊂
⋃
x∈F
B(x, ²)
verifies |F | ∈ [K1(1
²
)δ,K2(
1
²
)δ]
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with δ minimal in that case. δ is the natural dimension of E for many defini-
tions and for smooth classes of sets. In particular, in MOO, it is (under mild
smoothness hypothesis) the number of criterions minus 1.
Then, assume that P covers E within precision ² in the following sense
E ⊂
⋃
x∈P
B(x, ²)
Note that this is a non-restrictive definition as it is verified if
⋃
x∈P B(x, ²) =
[0, 1]D. Results proved below on the basis of this lemma are therefore true even
for approximations that are much ”bigger” than the target set. Anyway, it is
sufficient for deriving the following property :
Lemma 7 : If P approximates a set of dimension δ within precision ², then
|P | ≥ K1(1
²
)δ
Interpretation : This simple results stands alone : it shows that for a
good approximation of a set, we need a population of size polynomial in ² but
exponential in the dimension of the set.
We now consider the rate of convergence of the algorithm. This shows that
when no-compression of the target-set E is possible (such compression occurs
in particular in linear case, see e.g. MOLP problems, [Evans et al, 1973]), the
space complexity of the algorithm is necessarily huge, and it increases exponen-
tially in δ.
We now consider the application of lemma 7 to the case of L′m decreasing as
explained in theorem 6. In our convergence rate above, in the case detailed in
the remark after theorem 6 :
• L′m decreases (in the probabilistic sense - it’s a weak convergence) as
DM(m) log(m)/m.
• This implies, if the density and the Pareto front are smooth enough, that
it is approximated within precision O((DM(m) log(m)/m)1/D) (otherwise
else, an area1 larger than Ω(DM(m) log(m)/m) is not covered by PFn),
• and then by lemma 7 the complexity is Ω((m/(D log(m)M(m)))δ/D).
This implies that the population size is at least of the order, in the case
detailed in the remark after theorem 6, m(D−1)/D
2
(neglecting logarithmic fac-
tors).
Thus we have shown the following
Theorem 8 : Consider the MOO case with Pareto-Front of dimension D−1
and with assumptions as in the remark after theorem 6. The random search
PFn = PF (x1, . . . , xm) has size weakly
2 |PFn| = Ω(m(D−1)/D2) (neglecting
logarithmic factors).
Interpretation : The MOO (and MOMOO as well) problems converging
as quickly as the random search in non-trivial cases have large space-complexity
of the order m(D−1)/D
2
.
1area for P .
2Weak a = Ω(b) means that limn P (a ≤ Kb) exists for any K.
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6 Conclusion
We have provided an axiomatic definition of two dominance relations and have
proved :
• that the axiomatic definitions of α-dominance and β-dominance are nat-
urally verified under mild hypothesis on usual MMO, MOO or MOMMO
problems ;
• population-based convergences for MMO, MOO and MOMMO problems
which generalize the state of the art (in particular, our general framework
based upon axiomatic properties of dominations includes research of local
maxima as in the research of spatio-temporal patterns, and not only global
maxima) ;
• convergence rates in a MOO framework, with convergence indicators based
on the population size ;
• upper and lower bounds on the space complexity if the dimension of the
target set is > 0 (what is the case in non-trivial MOO problems) ;
• we discussed the fact that the convergence rate could not be (at least with-
out further hypothesis) extended to the MOMMO or MMO frameworks.
The main limits of our work is that the mathematical treatement includes
many evolutionary algorithms, but this diversity is due to the fact that we
mainly use two features, namely i) the population-based nature of the algorithm
; ii) the random diversification. We unfortunately do not take into account fine
genetic operators or heuristics.
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